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CLUB NINE PETS LAUNCHES LUXURY PET FURNISHINGS DESIGNED FOR YOUR AND YOUR 
DOG’S UNIQUE LIFESTYLE!

Our Trendsetting Designs and Superior Quality Inspired the Emergence of a Whole New Market – 
Dog Furniture That Fits Your and Your Dog’s Lifestyle.

Moorpark, California, August 20, 2019 - Club Nine Pets is excited to announce the launch of its new luxury designer pet 
furnishings: a full line of dog sofas, puppy loveseats, and doghouse chairs that offer superior support and comfort for the 
end user (our four-legged family members) in designs that fit the pet owner’s lifestyle.  Balancing the elements to create 
a great furniture design with comfort and support for the end user’s experience, Club Nine Pets creates a singular seat of 
comfort that complements or accents the furnishing style in any room. Pet owners and pets will be proud of their pet 
furniture and want to show it off when guests come over or when posing for the ’gram.

As one of our most recent customers said, “I have spent years getting the design right for the bones of my house. What I 
haven’t been able to find is pet furniture that matches and that my dogs like. When I took Buddy and Alice to try out 
Club Nine Pets furniture, they immediately settled down and Buddy put his head down on the pillow! I could pick colors 
and textures to match the rest of my pieces, and the pillows are easy to clean so they are always presentable.”

Customization…At a time when imports and mass production limit your choices, with Club Nine Pets, you can take part 
in creating something as unique as your dog. Club Nine Pets customers can create furnishings that are personalized to 
their individual styles and with a value that is unsurpassed within the industry. We understand they want furniture that 
reflects their own taste and lifestyle. We offer a variety of styles, an extensive fabric selection, and the option to provide 
your own fabrics. At Club Nine Pets, you design the difference!

“What shapes your style? What moves you or stirs your passion for a color or a texture? What gives you satisfaction? 
Each of us has a unique recipe for personal style. What affects you? Similarly, your dog is drawn to certain fabrics, 
pillows, textures,” said Kevin Torabian, Designer and CEO of Club Nine Pets. “We call these influencers. They stimulate 
us—our families, our dogs. They give us triumph at a room that comes together. They give our dogs a sense of stability. 
At Club Nine, we create seating that embraces every influencer. Our products are designed for life’s stimuli. Our fabrics 
are fuss-free, and our construction quality reflects our core values. Every product we offer is born in the USA.” 

Club Nine Pets designs and manufactures a full line of pet furnishings built for comfort and the best support for your pet 
family, setting the design standard for the industry with flexibility of fabric selections and value.

Visit us at SuperZoo Booth 6218 (Rodeo Drive)
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